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ABSTRACT 

This project presents the analytical technique of solving complex distribution 

reliability evaluation of electric power system using NEPA Ijora District as a case study. 

It is concern with the system indices used like load point failure rate, average restoration 

time and annual unavailability in cOl~unction with SAIFI, CAIDI are important from an 

individual customer's point of view but they do not provide an overall appreciation of the 

system performance. 

A result of analysis from the system performance which shows the validity of 

analytical technique is reliability analysis and a program is d~igncd using lJASIC for the 

problem to become much more faster and easier. 
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1.0 

CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Electrical power system is an impo11ant lifetime engineering system that has so 

much to do with national economy and people's livelihood, social progress, electrical 

power systems is having a characteristics of high pressute, remoteness and capacity. 

Modem society because of its working habit, has come to expect that power supply 

should be continuously available, these arc due partly increasing in the assumption of 

primary energy and on the other hand, electrical energy is tending to replace other fimns 

of energy on account of it's extreme cleanliness, simplicity of control and obviously it's 

distribution for usc both in large alld small quantity. 

The process by which electrical power is conveyed fi·om generating station to the 

consumer's premises may in general be divided into two-district pmis: Transmission and 

distribution. Of course, their various source of power generation ranging from 

Hydroelectric, fuel fired (Steam), solar, through wind, gas turbine and nuclear power 

station. 

Transmission is due aner when generated electricity passes through some process 

likc stepping-up to a considerate level lor high voltage transmission and at the same time 

synchronization. 

Distribution, which is the last process that governs the task of conveying electric 

power to the consumer premises, takes the largest percentage in the overall investing 

cost. Distribution system can be divided into sections; Feeders, Distributors and Sub

Distributors. Feeders are conductors, which connect sub-station to the distributor via 

... 
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distribution transformer, which serves certain allocated areas. From the sub-distributors 

various tapings are made using selvice main. 

There exist some sophisticated protection devices provided for each and every 

section of gerwratioll, Transmission and distribution of electric power to avoid or sense 

fault occurrence, high voltage loss, system collapse and even protection over the static 

equipment involved e.g. transformer. These protection devices also help in speeding up 

the repair time and in maintenance scheduled. In many case alternative supply path are 

available, so that consumers do not experience any intermption in supply of any form. 

In strict sense, the word reliability means the ability of a system to per«mn a 

require or desired function under a stated conditions for a given period. This discipline 

can encompassed the area the fiJlIowing activities; System fc'lilure analysis, Operational, 

Observed, Data bases, Test, Methods and Safety Reliability. A computer program can 

also be design to analyze critically using some distributions reliability indices e.g. SAlOl, 

CAIDI, SAIFI, EENS, ASAI and ASUI etc. The available protection system and the 

network configuration in conjunction with statistical data on the likelihood fault 

occurrence can also be used to estimate the overall reliability of supply to any consumer, 

Reliability plays an important roles in economic and social aspect oflife, the need 

/()r design, operational cost reduction in highly competitive market and more, are reasons 

that gives reliability more attentions or significance. 

1.1 SYSTEM RELIABILITY 

Power system would always experience a set of operational constraint, some 

constraint are directly involved with the supply such as bus bar voltage and frequency 
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variation. others which are in direct but equally important in operating sense including 

equipment ratings, system stability limit and fimlt levels. 

It should be cleared in our minds that the tenn "Reliability" has a wide range of 

mcaning and cannot be associated to a single specific definition, but in general, system 

reliability function in a given period. With this meaning system reliability of power both 

~i;......l ... ~ b~<.. tt! .. t." .... ;~ .. «t. 
hetaemtit: and roalisti.e criteria divided into two: SYSTEM ADEQUACY AND 

SJ:CURITY. 

System adequacy rclates to the existence ofsufficicnt facilities within a system to 

satisfy the consumer load demand or system operational constraint. This includes, 

bcilitics to generate sufficient energy in conjunction with transmission and distribution 

lacilities required to transpolt energy from generating plant to conSUIllcr ends. 

System security relates to the ability of the system to respond to disturbance that 

arises within that system. It is also therefore, associated with response of the system to 

whatever pel1urbation it is subjected. 

1.1.1 TYPES OF SYSTEM RELIABILITY 

Befi)re going through reliability system on generation, transmission and 

distribution, lets have a quick look at type system reliability 

-/ OPERATIONAL RELIABILITY: This results fium the observation and analysis 

of the behaviors of two or more identical system operating under same conditions. 

-/ PREDICTED RELIABILITY: It is a measure of the 1ljture reliability assed taking 

the system design and reliability of its component into consideration. 
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,( EXTRAPOLATED RELIAUILlTY: this result from an extension by a defined 

interpolation of the operational reliability of the operational reliability to a 

different duration or stress condition. 

1.1.2 QUALITY AND RELIABILITY 

The term "Quality" is defined by international standard organization as total 

Il~atures and characteristics of a product or services that being on its ability to satisfY its 

needs. 

Quality of a product or services, to be precise is characterized not only by its 

conformity to the specification but also by its ability to meet these specifications over its 

entire lifetime. Meanwhile one of the basic characteristics of a product or services that 

contribute to its quality is its reliability by these reliability however becomes an extension 

of quality over a longtime. 

1.1.3 DEPENDABILITY 

Dependability can be defined as the science of failure; it therefOre encompasses 

the knowledge of these failures, their assessment, their prediction measurement anCi 

control. 

Dependability to be precise is the ability of a system to perfonn one or several 

required function under a given condition. It is characterized by the following concept. 

Reliability: This is ability ora system to perform a required function under a given time 

interval. It is general measure by the probability that a system can perfonn its specific 

function under a given condition for the time interval (O,t). It is given as: 
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R (l) = P [system not fc'liled during CO,t)] 

Failure rate is the reverse ofreliahility and is expressed as; 

F(t)== I-R(t). 

A V AILABlLlTY: This means ability of system to be in the statc of pcrfonnance in 

required function under given condition, at a given instant of timc. It can as well be 

expressed as A (t) at a given time (1) 

A (I) = P lsystem not filed at instant t] 

The reverse in unavailability, which is denoted as: 

A( I) c:: J - A (t) 

Many concepts such as uptime, down time availability state are related with 

availability. 

MAINTENANCE: It generally means the ability of a system to be restored to a state in 

which it can perform a required function. 

Maintainability is measured by the probability that the maintenance of a system 

(E) performed under given condition using a staled procedure and resources. It is denoted 

as: 

M (t) = P IE was repaired over (O,t)J 

The reserves is non-maintainability 

M(l) = 1- M (t) 

Maintenance comes in three forms predictive, corrective and preventive, 

flexibility and cost are most factors to be considered. But these entire concept can be 
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applied only to a repairable system i.e. ability of system 1.0 reserve the performance of its 
• 

function after a failure. 

~;\FETY AND DURABILITY: safety is the inherent ability of a system not to cause a 

critical or catastrophe event under a given conJition while a sllch, Durability is also 

ability of a system to remain able to perfOlID maintenance, until a limiting state is 

rcached. 

1.2 RELIABILITY EVAl.UTION FOR POWER SYSTEM 

The basic function of power system is to supply cllstomer iITcspective of their uses, be it 

residential, commercial or industrial with electrical energy as economical as possible and 

with an acceptable degree ofreJiability and quality. 

Since we have a familiar with some concept Of8eneralmeaning of"ReJiability" as 

a term then, reliability evaluation on power generation, transmission and distribution can 

be discussed vividly for better understanding. 

1.2.1 GENERATING RELIABILITY EVALUATION 

Reliability evaluation of total generation is examined, it adequacy to meet total 

system load requirement. In this study, the transmission and its ability to move generated 

power to consumer load point is ignored. The only concern is in estimating the necessary 

generating capacity to satisfY the system demand and to have sufficient capacity to 

perform corrective and preventive maintenance on the generating facilities, fonnerly 

some deterministic criteria have been used, nowadays probabilistic criteria such as loss of 
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load expectation (LOLE), loss of energy expectation (LOEE) AND FREQUENCY AND 

DURATION (F&D) can be used. 

Loss of load expectation (LOLE) is the average number of days on which the 

daily peak load is expected to exceed the available generating capacity, By this meaning 

it indicates the expected number of days on which a load loss or deficiency may occur. 

Loss of energy expectation, (LOEE) is expected energy that will not be supplied 

by generating system due to those occasions, when load demands exceeds available 

generating capacity. 

III addition, Frequency and duration (F&/) criterion is an extension ofLOLE index, it is 

also identifies the expected frequency ofencountcring deliciency and expectation of 

de ficiencies. 

1.2.2 TRANSMISSION RELIABILITY EVALUATION 

Reliability analysis at transmission level is called Bulk Transmission system 

evaluation. This analysis can be used to assess the adequacy ofal1 existing or proposed 

system including the impact of various fe-enforced altemative at both generating and 

transmitting level. 

They do not include system dynamics or ability of the system to respond to 

transient disturbance. They simply measures the ability of the system to adequately meet 

its requirement is a specified set of realistic states. There are many complication in this 

type of analysis sllch as overload effect, re-dispatch of generation and consideration of 

independent, dependent, common cause station outage. 
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1.2.3 DISTRIBUTION RELIABILITY EVALUTION 

The overall problem of evaluation can become more complex in power system, 

because distribution evaluation involves the entire functional zone (i.e. generating, 

transmitting and distributing), stalting ii-om generating point and transmitting ale 

individual load points. 

Considering the reason ahove, disfribution analyses usually carried out as a 

separate entity. The objective of this analysis is to ohtain suitable adequacy indices at the 

actual consumers load points. The primary indices are the expected frequellcy (or rate) or 

failure and the annual unavailability or outage time of load points. 

Moreover, reliability assessment of distribution is usually concerned with system 

perfonnance at the load point. Additional sct of indices are; System Average 11Iterruption 

Frequency Indices (SAIOI), Customer Average interruption Duration Index (CArOl.), 

Average Service Availability Index (AS AI), Average Service unavailability index 

(ASUI.) and Energy Not Supply (ENS). 

Meanwhile, the reliability indices of distribution system are function of 

component failure, repairs and restoration time, which are random in nature. 

1.2.4 HUMAN RELIABILTY 

The term, "J-Iuman Reliability" is used to cover the situation in which people as 

"operator" or "maintainer" can affect the con-eet or safe operating system. In these 

circumstances people are fallible and can cause component or system failure in many 

ways .. Human reliability must be considered in any design in which human fallibility 

might affect reliability or safety. Design which analyses should include specific 
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consideration of human 111ctors such as the possibility of in correct operation or 

maintenance, ability to detect and respond to fuilure condition and ergonomic or other 

filctors that might influence them. 

Attempt have been made to quantify various human error probability but such 

data be treated with caution, as human performance is too variable to be credibly forecast 

able fium past records. I !uman error probability is usually dependent 011 training, 

educational, super visional and motivational filctors, so they mllst be considered in 

analysis. In many cases the design organization has little or no control over those factors. 

but analyses can be used to highlight the need lor specific trailling, independent checks or 

operator and maintenance instruction and wl-lrnings. 

1.3 AIM AND OBJECTIVE OF THE PRO,JECT 

Since the task of electricity supplying is to reach the consumer end (point load) 

regardless of the uses, with high quality and as economical as possible. This project willt 

he designed to develop a software program to analyze critically using some distribution 

reliability indices e.g. SAI.DI, CAIDI, EENS. e.Le, the available projection system and 

the network configuration in conjullction with statistical data on the like hood fulllt 

occurrences will be used to estimate the overall reliability of supply to any consUlm:r. 

This will give an expected number of hours lost fi}r eaeh consumer per annum and would 

be useful to engineers in designing new or improving the existing ones. 
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1.4 liMITATIONS 

III electric power systems which consist of generation, transmission and 

distribution, reliability analysis can be carried out on the three fUJlctional zones but thes 

project is limited at only distribution level. All data used in the analysis extracted from 0 

. alld I'h department ofNEPA Ijora District except that assumption made on the number of 

customer on the feeder and distance covered {()!. casy analysis. 

More over this analysis is carried out on the basis that electricity is supply from 

the substations II kv feeder to the low voltage side of each and every cOlTcsponding 

distribution transfolmer are considered and also, every fault that occur at these portions 

are considered, therefore any unlit occurrence at lateral line or at customer end that leads 

to forced outage of the system or G'lult orallY kind are neglected. 

All Distribution Reliahility Indices calculated are annually base and the computer 

d · d b d d . 11 I· I .,. . j. c( ~l.v-t . program eSlgnc can elise 10 etermlllc a re la)1 tty 1Il< Ices,.one at a tIme. 
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CHAPTER TW() 

2.0 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

Reliability considcration now occupies an important place in cntire engineering of 

complex system and electrical systems. Application has generally included mechanical, 

chemical and electrical systems (Lewis 1987). 

During the last decades it has becomc sclfcvident that to minimizc the probability 

or failurcs, human Paclors \l1ust be takell into account. I !uman error has also figured 

prominelltly in maritime, aerospace and electrical power indllstries. I {uman reliability 

analysis (liRA) practitioners cmploy systems engineering and behavioral sciences model 

ano techniques in an efiolt to quantify the human contribution to risk. 

liRA. has its root in the study ofhurnan performance; basic research conducted in 

experimental psychology ano the bchavioml sciellce has supplied the building hlocks 

upon which contemporalY analysis and quantification techniques are built. 

rvrany of the major HRA technique have gathered data from there basic discipline 

and then provided mechanism of estimating failure probabilities, throughout early 1980's" 

qualification technique proliferated review of literature yields approximately 38 I IRA 

techniques. 

One major difference between periom1ance reliability analyses (PRA) and HRA 

is the fact that no complete source of data exists for human failure rates. Early efforts 

documented in manger et al. (1962) coolest reliability data for use by human factors 

professionals. 

At that time no one was referring to himself or herself as an HRA practitioner, 

more recently efforts have been made to collect and store probabilistic data fi)r lIRA in 
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data base such as lIuclear regulnlory commission (NRC) sponsorcd T<,'clmiquc fhr Iltiman 

Error Prediction (THER!') handbook (Swain and Guttman 19RJ) and the Nuclear 

Computerized Library for Assessing Reactor Rcliability (NUCLARR) (Gettman el. Al 

19(0). As these databases develop, they will become major sources, that are databases 

containing failure mle in[i.:mnation for Decision Base Errors (DnEs). Currently, the risk 

impact of DUEs is neither well idelltified not qualified. Exceptions exist in the 

application uftbe confusion matrix approach used ill the Oconee PP,A and ill the matrix 

approach employed hy Wakefield in the PRA f(H Three l\lilc Island (Trvll unit I). The 

cOllfusion matrix approach identifies the potential for ('nnfilsioll 011 the part of the 

operator because urlhe similarity ol'cvcnt signatures. 

Minor modification of data based on operations datil, such a the NRC sponsored 

License Even Report (LER) system and Nuclear Power Reliability Data System 

(NPRDS) or the US Department of Energy (DOE) unusual occun'ence reporting system 

(UOR), could provide an excellent source of human failure rate data [r'om nuclear power 

plant, similarly, the Federal Aviation data base on near misses for use in PRA, simulator 

~ludies conducted in either training simulators or research simulators have similnr 

potential to provide failufe rate estimates. 

The lise of such words as "rcliability" and eO'ectivencss in the 1938 paper by 

Dean: 

One of the really ditlicult problems faced by those responsible for planning of 

electric supply systcms is that of deciding how f.')f they are justified in increasing the 

investment of their properties to improve service reliability, while this problem is not at 

12 



all new in the industry, it'has nevert.heless taken 011 greatly increased sigllificanr:e in the 

past few years. 

In geneml, there arc three broad aspect of this reliahility question. The first is to 

know thoroughly the presellt quality of one service and just who is harmed by the present 

outage and, how much. With such background ofsystcm performance it is not difficult to 

detemline where in general the greater hazard lic. 

The second aspect is knowledge of the methods at hand to improve service in 

many situatiolls, vvhich arise as well as the cost of these remcdies. It is highly important 

lhat these methods of improved rcliability bc studied out in advance and their 

1'Ileetiveness and cost clearly defined. 

The third and most important is the exercise judgment as to where and when, all 

things considered, expenditures should be made fiJI' increased reliability and how far to 

go with them. In theory, the criterion is that of customer's complain and what increased 

price he is willing to pay for more reliability. 

WJ Lyman, ill his prize-winning paper on power system planning stated that: 

three of the most vital problems arollnd which the whole fabric of future planning lIS 

wovell arc lorecasting, the rclat.ioll between load and capacity and fixed capital 

replacements. 

He also stated that: A major problem ill design of power system arises fi'olTl a 

combination of the desire to render reasonable continuous service and the inherent 

fallibility of equipment. A rather large proportion ofthe fixed capital is so occupied and a 

careful analysis of the relation between load and capacity is the starting point in an elIolt 

to reduce cost of service. 
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Lyman and Smith identified two classes of problems: The first is concerned with 

the "chance coincidence" of unrelated events, such as the overlapping, random, 

independent out.age number of generators. 

The second problem concerns widespread and unpredictable catastrophic events 

which may doable an entire generating station or even the entire system ........... In such 

emergencies, the mere multiplicity of generating unit or even generating stations may be 

little or no avail in avoiding loss ofload. 

Smith claimed that for the /irst class problems, probability theory has its most 

useful application and that data filr calculation fbI" the catastrophic class were "diflicult to 

dctenninc". 

Both also, introduced two criteria for appraising the reliability of generating 

supply. Lyman studied the "Probable interval between capacity outages: He reasoned 

that, there is very little question about providing fi)1" breakdown of one unit (boiler-

turbine-generator) because this is known to occur quite oIlen. Further, reserve is usually 

installed for a double outage because experience has shown that, this may occur every 

two to three years, however very little money is spent in anticipation of combination of' 

breakdown that may occur on the average of, say, once every twenty or thirty years. 

Smith, 011 the other hand, studied thc risk. oflosing a part ofthc load: The problcm 

or how much spare capacity to provide resolve itself into two distinct parts: First how 

reliable shall be the service? What expectation ofload outage in a year shall be decl11c:d 

satisfactory ...... secondly, once this standard has been agreed upon, the system should 

be engineered to meet it. From the coal pile to the customer meter exist a series of 

I apparatus, a kind of chain, each link of which may at times fails, the sum of outage 
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expectations of each of these links most be equal to the outage expectation setup for the 

system as a whole. 

Although Lymall, Smith and Benner directed considerable attention in the paper 

to the generating capacity problem, lack of data and limitation of computation facilities 

severely restricted the numerical application of reliability procedure to the study of 

generating-system adequacy. A generating system with adequate capability is ready to 

serve a load as necessary considering the variability of load and the variability of 

operational capacity depcnding on thc maintenance requircmcnts and on schedule outage. 

It appears that probability methods were first applied to the study of spare generating 

capacity and that Lyman and Smith received the credit for the llrst proposal to utilize 

such method. From his studies of relationship between overlapping capacity outages, 

Smith cOlJcluded: It is not at least should be well recognized, either intuitively or though 

actual experience, that as the number of generating units in a system increases with 

growth in load, or due to inter-connection with other systems the percentage of spare 

capacity can be increased without sacrifice of service reliability. 

These are roots concepts contained in two widely used planning indices for 

generating systems: intervals between outages "(which necessitate curtailment of load) 

and "loss-of-load probability"(that is the probability that generating capacity will be 

oeficieni). In both cases, attention is focused upon events in which there is insufficie:nt 

capacity available to meet the demand due to overlapping outages of a portion of the 

units in generating system. The generation and loads are assumed to be connected to the 

same bus (Single Area) or, at most, a small number of buses (Multi Area). The indices 
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can reflect inter area tic Jive capacity, reliability and available but because of the single-' 

bus assumption cannot properly recognize intra-area lines. 

Practical methods for developing these indices are available. The methods 

account for schedule maintenance and overhaul requirement, annual distribution daily 

peak demands, seasonal equipment loading and overloading limitations, overlapping 

forced outage: events and risks of deviation in demand forecasts from realized demand. 

The two methods treat independent generation-outage events, smiths "type one" 

prohlems and do not treat "widespread and unpredictable catastrophic events, "the type 

two" problems. It is evidcnt that smith was concerned with the problem involving 

generation, transmission, and major substations near load centers. In modern text these 

are "bulk power supply" problems. 

An attcndance problem associated with the utilization of statistical concepts is the 

availability of applicable and consist data, and in this regards performance records of 

generating units have been kept for many years. Infom1ation suitable for generation 

reserve planning, such as operating data alld scheduled and forced outage data has been 

collected and published by industty organization such as the EEl and IEEE. 

Three vital problems in the future planning of gene rating plant are the following 

• Long range forecasting 

• Capital requirement prediction for addition and replacement of generating plant. 

• Assessment of risk of generating-capacity deficiency. 

Significant steps forward in use of probability method occuned with the model 

developed by Calabrese and Halperin and Adler, in both instance it appears to author 

that the key contribution was the development of a practical model and practical 
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index of: or measure of W'l1craling-systcm adequacy. The essential clement ill both 

approaches was separation of generating and transmitting systems; both the Calabrese 

and Halper-Adler Illodel concem the generating capability only. That is they assumed 

the generating"capacity capability to meet load under the assumption of an adequate 

transmission system at all times. 

The model was extended to study the import-export capability between two 

regions by cook and his co-workers, and S.Senzy suggested a model for multiple area 

system. This model used only simple capacity criteria and linear distribution factors 

fiJI' power flow between areas and hence, were extension of the capacity model 

studies. Transmission or bulk power supply models must involve both static and 

dynamic checks i.e. load flow evaluation with static contingencies and dynamic 

analysis of the system's ability to recover from specific condition. Only limited 

application of quantitative probabilistic methods has been made with bulk power 

supply evaluations. The cost of carrying out comprehensive evaluation and lack of 

data appear to be serious obstacles. 

.. The application of probability methods to distribution system design extends over 

a period nearly as long as the application to generation. Dean ill his 1938 paper. cited 

studies of means fbI' improving the fi"cquency and duration of sub-transmission and 

feeder outages and suggested celtain goals for these parameters and means of 

achieving the improvement. 

Reliability evaluation of generation and transmission system came under 

investigation in Europe and North America in 1960's. The ternl "composite system 

reliability evaluation" however first appeared in t 969. The basic objective has to 
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assess the ability of the system to satisfy the real and reactive power requirement at 

such major load point within acceptable voltage levels. 

Two concurrent and independent stream of activity ill regards composite system 

reliability evaluation appear to have been initiated in Europe and America during the 

late 1960's. These approaches to the assessment of composite system reliability are 

fimdamentally different and with subsequent development have become known as 

simulation and contingency enumeration methods respectively. 

1t is possible that the requirement for modeling generating capacity in generation 

played a key role in selecting a suitable approach to composite system reliability 

evaluation. The French alld Italian system with significant hydro facilities including 

pumped storage were strongly motivated to develop a method capable of modeling 

hydro resources and therefore utilized Monte Carlos simulation methods. 

Further work in both the area of simulation enumeration were reported in the 

early 1970's"the general area of power system reliability evaluation and particularly 

question regarding models and philosophy receive a considerable impetus as at 1978 

at a workshop entitled "power system reliability research needs priorities which ifnot 

dire(;t!y related are imported contributions to generation transmission and distributi.on 

reliability evaluations. 

The IEEE power engineering society presented a panel discussion at the 1983 

winter power meeting on the subject of transmission assessment and subsequently 

published two papers arising from this activity. These papers provided a timely 

reference on a number of diflerent viewpoints. A related topic, which might be 
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considered to Iit:.~ some where hetween generating and transmitting reliability 

evaluation, is that oftransfer capabilities between two areas. 

A comparative study existing digital computer program for composite system 

adequacy evaluation was conduded on behalf oflhe Canadian Electrical Association 

Power System Reliability Sub-sections. The result provided an interesting i1lustratioll 

of different perception and therefore objectives ill composite system evauation were 

reported in 1980's and work done on application for large system analysis. 

It should be clear, however, that the need for probabilistic evaluation of system 

behavior has been recognized since at least 1930s and it may be questioned why such 

methods have not been widely used in the past. The main reason were lack of data, 

limitation of computational resources, lack of realistic technique and 

misunderstandings of the significance and meaning of probabilistic criteria and 

indices. None of these reasons need to be valid today a most utilities have relevant 

reliability databases, computing facilities re greatly enhanced, evaluation techniques 

are highly developed and most engineers have a working understanding of 

probabilistic techniques. Consequently constrain the inherent probabilistic techniques. 

Consequently, nowadays there's no need to artificially constraint the inherent 

probabilistic or stochastic nature ora power system into a deterministic framework. 

A wide range of probabilistic technique has been developed. These include 

t{!chllique for reliability evaluation, probability load flow and probabilistic transient 

stability. The fundamental and common concept behind each ofthese developments is 

the need to recognize that power system behaves stochastically and all input, output 

state and event parameters are probabilistic variables. The probabilistic technique 
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have been developed which recognize, not only the severity of state or an event and 

its impact on a system behavior and operation but also the likelihood of its 

occurrence. 

A study of ways in which equipment and system fails in essential to any 

undertaking of reliability prediction or a reliability analysis; fowler offers the 

following observation regarding failure that occurred in the space industry. The 

position is taken that "the possibility that failures arise randomly, that is without 

understandable cause, is exchanged, but the stochastic clement in failure observation 

is accepted". 

In the analysis of Htilures occurring in the space industry, Fowler suggested three 

categories within which to put the system failure: 

TYPE I: The system failed because it could not have worked in the first place. The 

major sub-divisions ofthis type observed in practice are as follows: 

a. The design is inherently in capable of perfomling the actual mission either 

because there is an unworkable combination of parts or because the system's 

functional logic doesn't correspond with the requirement. 

b. The use environment was beyond the capability ofthe system either because 

it was never qualified for the actual ellvironment or because the environment 

was estimated. 

TYPE 2: The system equipment could have worked if it had been just like the 

drawing but it was not and hence failed. There are two major sub-divisions, which are 

as follows: 

a. A faulty piece/part was built into the hardware. 
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h. The hardware was damaged in manufacture, test, repair or handling. 

TYPE 3: The system could work and did work but ha<; now worn out. The principle 

Sub-division ofthis class are as follows: 

a. Some part of the hardware returned for enough toward thermodynamic 

Equilihrium so that the hardware 110 longer operates. 

b. Some part accumulated environmental damage to the point where it no longer 

Perform its functions. 

In addition to Fowler's categories, the most impol1ant aspcct of failure analysis 

Concerns the condition under which the failure was discovered. Green discusses the 

Aspect of whether or not a failure/fault revealed or unrevealed. For example, a closed 

breaker in an operative condition may continue to function quite satisf.1ctory until it is 

Called upon to trip. The cause of a stick breaker mayor may not be detected 

depending on the tests, maintenance and operating procedures employed. The efi~ect 

of component outage upon a system may be quite difTerentdepending upon the nature 

of the arising cause. 

Considering the failure mode for circuit interrupting or circuit breaking equipment 

can see this. Two categories of breaker outages have proved useful in systems 

analysis. The first category involves cases where other protective equipment is 

required to remove the defective or inoperative breaker. For instant, if breaker has a 

fault, or if it fails to interrupt or fail to trip item the resulting fault must be cleared by 

back-up equipment, such action must increase the extent of effect of the fault. the 

other class of removal correspond to a maintenance outage or a trip out in which the 

device is removed by switch and in which the extent ofthe outage is confined to the 
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path involving breaker, events such as test, schedule maintenance, as would fllisc trip 

incident. 

2.1 MONTE CARLO SIMULATION 

('here are two main reliability evaluation approaches, the al\alytical approach ::md the 

Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) approach. 

The basic principle of MCS is that it initiates the operation of a system over a period 

of time. It involves the generation of an artificial history of the model of the system and 

the observation of the real system. This approach requires a large amount of computing 

(illll: and storage in order to develop a good system model and therefore, it should not be 

used extensively ifaltemative analytical methods arc available. The simulation technique 

hO\vcver is easy to apply and call be used to solve not only simple problems but also 

problems where direct analytical solution may not exist. 

Monte Carlo simulation is attractive because of the flexibility it permits as opposed to 

more resistive analytical methods. In other words, the problem does not have to fit the 

model or technique: instead, the model is developed to fit problems. 

Simulation techniques can be used to qualitatively estimate the system reliability in 

cvcn the most complex system generating capacity situation. Existing method fiJr 

calculating generating system adequacy indices do l10t explicitly consider certain unit 

function and system operating policies. Monte Carlo simulation, however, provide a 

method of analysis which permits relaxation of many of the tradition assumption 

incorporated in the analytical techniques used to calculate adequacy indices. It also 

provides a benchmark for comparison of various modeling assumption associated with 

analytical techniques. Also a major shortcoming ofmost analytical tcchnique is that they 
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cannot provide the distribution associated with the reliability indices. This distribution 

can be easily generated using simulation. 

2.2 ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUE 

J\ general analytical approach or technique has becn developed to determine 

approximate infonnation in Conn of percentile to describe the distributions of the 

reliability indices. 

A reliability index can be expressed as: 

parameters, related to the component perionnance and system operation. The variable Z 

is a random variable because it is a function ora random variable. The fiJl1ction "I" takes 

a form, which depends on the system configuration and the reliability index represented 

by a function. The objective is to detennine the probability distribution of the random 

variable XI,X2,X3 ..••.•••. are known. Dircct analytical methods are available for obtaining 

the exact foml of some simple algebraic functions of random variables. 

These methods do not provide solution for all types of probability distribution, 

which are usually used to represent random variables. Hence, the reliability indices are 

intricate functions of random variables such as component repair time, restoration time, 

c.Lc. Which can assume a wide range of probability distribution form. 

The analysis requires three m~or steps: 

A. STEP I: The first four raw moments of component failure and repair times and the 

system restoration times are determined. 
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B. STEP 2: The average vulue and the second, third and rourth central moments of the 

reliability indices are evaluated using moment obtain in step I and the information 

regarding the system configuration. 

C. STEP 3: The Pearson method is utilized to evaluate the approximate percentile of the 

reliability indices. The Pearson method approximately the probability distribution of a 

random variable by utilizing moment. 

The solution obtained is approximately because a probability distribution is not 

fully described by ht e first «Hlr momcnts, this appropriation has however, bcen (HlIld to 

give a good result. The pearson technique can provide an analytical expression for 

approximate probability distribution. 1\ table has been published to directly obtain the 

percentile of random variable. A computer program has also being develop utilizing the 

analytical approach to determine the percentile and some distribution indices. 

2.3 SEISMIC RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF ELECTRIC POWER 

NETWORK SYSTEM 

An analytical solution to solve problems offake mini-path and space complexity 

in evaluation of node-weight network reliability, therefore, it is especially suitable to 

analyze seismic reliability of large scale electric power network system using a case 

study which presented and analyze results sho'wing the validity ofthe suggested method. 

Earthquake resistance analysis ofelectrical power system stems from post-seismic 

inspection made by Ang A.l-I.S in early 1970s. 

However, electric power system didn't analyzed as an integrated system until 

19905. up to now, methods most in use include PNET method, because NP-had problem 
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exists in evaluation of systcm reliability, l1Iost or above analytical method becomes 

invalid for reliability analysis of large electric power system. On the other hand, aJthough 

Monte Carlo simulation method has capacity to analyze seismic reliability of large 

electric power system, it can't estimate error bound of analysis dimension. An analytic 

method is presented in a paper written by lie Li and Jun He both in building engineering, 

Tongji university shanghai china, they used a disjoint decomposition technique, the 

method can directly get disjoint into mini-paths and mini-cuts of system. So the problems 

or space complexity and fake mini paths introduced by tradition analytical algorithm can 

be solved. 

2.3.1 RELIABILITY ALGORITHM OF LARGE NODE-WEIGHT 

NETWORK 

If analysis aim is to Assess importance of power plan and electric substations in 

electric power network, damage of transmission can be neglected. Therefore, the electric 

power system may be regarded as node weight network systems which node weight 

dcnote seismic reliability of power plans and electric sub stations. In reliability 

computation a larger scale node weight networks, thcre are two problems involving 

including space complexity and timc complexity, therefore, analysis of the problem 

becomes much more easy. 

Assumptions Li and He made are 

I. Nodes 1hilure is S-independent 

2. System and its node have two states: operative and failure. 
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From the basics or rUlldamcntnl. definitely an arbitrary smallest minimal path 

n'om the source to terminal of a network system as 

I = ( ..... S'SO/) where Sj, j= 1,2, .. , .. ' ,,Is,) arc nodes or edge of the system, Iso! >0 SI,S2,81... 

is the number of component making lip ISd· 

They made system structure system to be function G(O), then using absorption 

law, there is 

GO = Lo + LGO ..................... (I) 

According to de Morgan law, there exist 

Where OJ is a subdivision received through deleting component Sj E ho from 

originalO. 

If sub-graph OJ [=1,2, ..... ISII in equation (3) still has minimal path Si, i= 1,2, ....... js/ 

from the source to terminate and making Ci to be responding co-efficient tenn in front of 

9 (OJ) and is named decomposition factor thell the equation can be tmnsformed to as 

G (0) == Lo 

ffi /Sol /Sol 

'-f--J = Lo + 2 c. i + 2 C. i¢(G.) ........... (3) 
I ~1 1=1 

Where Si is decomposed according to eqn (2). 

Then there are ISo/- ISd sub-graphs OJ = j = 1,2, ..... '/Sol - ISII in eq!l (3) that do 

not have mini-paths from the source to thee terminal, they also made Fj to be the 

responding co-efficient term in front of GOi then according to complementation 
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Where Q' (0) is a failure fhnction of the system, Q is the remaining teml. According, to 

the above principle Eqn. (3) can be continually recursively decomposed until all 

generated sub-graphs do not exist any minimal paths from the source to the terminal, 

Then there exist 

/S./+ ..... +/S../ 

+ ...... + ."2-c 51 ... II II ... (5) 
1=!a11+1S...J + 1 

N 

=2 l, ........... (5) 
1-0 

Where N is the total number of disjoin minimal paths, Li = CjSi is the i. The disjoin 

minimal path of original system G 

The integrated fonn ofEqn 4 can be obtain as follows 

cp'G M 

=> ~-

J =1 

FJ .............. (6) 

Where Fj is the disjoin minimal cut of the system G, M is the total number of disjoin 

minimal cuts. 

According to Eqn 6, reliability ofsystem is 

N 

R (c:7) === 2 PR (L. ) ................. (7) 
I -1 

N, 

PR (LI ) - i-I (1 -P. ) 
I =1 

~+ kl 
fl ................ (8) 
1== N + I 

Where Pi is the reliability of i-th component in network system G, Ni is the number or 

t'lilure component in L j , Ki is the number of operative components in Li 
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Meanwhile f.:'lilure reliability ofthe system is as fullows 

M 

R (G;) = => R~ (F J) ................. (9) 
J =1 

\Vhere Mj is the number of failure component in Fj, KJ is the number of operative 

component in Fj 

It was concluded fi"om the paper presented by Jie and Jun 2002 that: in fact, a 

recursive decomposition algorithm for system seismic reliability estimation of electric 

power system with the aim at solving space complexity in analysis of system reliability. 
, 

Uecause categoricaliless of structure function is not destroyed during copulation an 
.~ 

avoid getti.ng fake elementary paths during calculation of node weight system seismic 

reliability, accurate value of system seismic reliability can be evaluated than ever. 

2.4 NEED FOR POWER SYSTEM RELIABILIITY 

The economic, social and political climate in which the electric power supply 

industry now operates has changed considerably during the last few decades. In the 

periods between 1960 and the end of 1970's, planning for the construction of generating 

plant was relative uncomplicated, lead times were relatively small and cost were 

relatively stable. This situation changed in the mid 1980s. Inflation and huge increase ill 

oil prices created a rapid increase in consumer tariffs and fluctuat.ion growth patterns. 

Their combined effects introduced considerable uncertainty in predicting future demand. 

Now that the communication sector is growing fast in Nigeria, what safe guards 

the effective communication at a considemte or economical airtime tariff to the customer 

~ is a need to have in place to maintain "high 9's" reliability on electric power system. The 

I 
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same attention in the power elcctric reliability effed should also be given to other sector 

like Banking, Industries, Schools as well as commercial because power outage is less 

reliable or low quality power supply has its effect on different angle to all these sector 

mention above. 

The 24th Annual International Te.lecommunication Energy Conference 

(lNTELEC) held in September29 - October 3 2002 in Montreal showcases the latest 

development in energy system and related power processing device and circuits. The 

theme of this conference is "reliability Energy" The driving force behind Dependable 

communications. 

Bob Boruer, president, Emerson power network north America said "Reliability 

Jos not demand a strategic power reserve architecture that keeps telecommunication and 

other critical system up and running 24hrs+7days a week. 

"With the rapidly growing convergence of various servIces rrom 

Telecommunication to manufacturing, the big question is what do they really need in the 

way 0 f back-up reserve time to maintain the high reliability that expected in the powe:r 

system in this country after various findings? Said Engineer Makoju, NEPA Managing 

Director during a visit to Egbin Thenna station in may 2003. 

Moreover, Farah Sahccd, <Ill industry analyst at Frost and Sullivan based in USA 

said" A back-up power system is a must, as more and more business are becoming 

mission-critical in today's wired world. "I think the power crisis that Califomia (USA) 

experience during year 2000 and 200 t made it clear that companies cannot depend on 

utility consistent and power he added. 
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If power crisis, at consumer end can be experience in USA as advance they are 

technologies (and any other aspect) with experts in power protection an analyst. Then 

,vllat do we think will be happening in a third world country like Nigeria with newly 

licensed mobile telecommunication (GSM) operator like MTN and ECONET? Which for 

every switching center installed at expense of expansion of their network, go along with 

at least two generating plant connected in hot redundancy fimn, for continuous power 

supply to the switchi~)g to the switehing station in order to hit the target of very effective 

and reliable communication service in Nigeria. Presently about sixty thousand (60,000) 

gcnemting plant has been imported due to random power outage in the country according 

to MTN marketing manager in Lagos, I believe by the end or conclusion in Network 

Expansion, nothing less than a hundred thousand (100,000) more genemting plant would 

be needed, which we should realized the economy effect ofthe action. 

Power protection and analysts expert in USA realized the significance/need of 

reliability to the economy, put up and present papers based on these priority topics at a 

INTELEC conference mentioned earlier. 

• Power outage: Causes and Prevention 

• Reliability Analysis of an AC voltage 

• Disttibuled Power Architecture in the context of cost effective data center 

• Consideration on rectified sizing 

The only way in which all these competing and diverse uncertainties be 

Weighted together in an objective and consistent fashion is by the use of qualitative 

reliability evaluation techniques. 
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The rcsult can thcll be rdated to the economic aspect of system planning and: 

operation, the impact of which is playing an increasing role in present and future power 

system development. 

In addit.ion, the industry is capital intensive; it plays a major role in economic and' 

social well being ofa nation and indeed, quality oflife. Government, licensing bodies are 

expressing representative, environmental conservation groups are expressing their 

concerns in a way that present reliability technique, concept and models to be developed, 

utilized and scrutinized. 

2.5 RELIABILITY DATA 

The discussion of any quantitative reliability evaluation in various leads to a 

discussion of the data available and the data required backing such studies. Valid and 

useful data are expensive to collect, but it should be recognized in the long run that it 

would be even more expensive not to collect them. It's sometimes arranged as to which 

comes first: Reliability data or reliability methodology. Some do not collect data because 

they have not fully determined what to do with it (methodology). Consequently, they do 

110t conduct reliability studies because no data available. It should be clear in our mind 

that data collection and reliability evaluation are interrelates and therefore is iterative. 

When collecting data it should be remembered that an unlimited amount of data 

can be collected. It is efficient and undesirable to collect analyze and store more data than 

is require for the purpose intended. It is therefore essential to identity how the data will 

be used before deciding what data to collect. 
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In cone,ept ional terms, data can be collected fin one or both of two reasons, 

assessment of pali performance and/or prediction of future system performance, hence 

cullection of data is therefore essential as it forms the input to relevant reliability models 

technique and equations. Data should therefore reflect and responds to the factors that 

alTcct system reliability and available it to be modeled and analyzed. This means it 

should relatc to system behavior processes involved i.e. fuilure proccss and restoration 

process. 

The quality of data and evaluated indices depends on two important 

lilclors; confidence and relevance. The quality of the d!lfn and thus the confidence that 

can be placed in it is clearly dependent on the accuracy and completeness of the 

infolmalion complied by operation and maintenance personnel. It is obvious that they 

should be made fully aware of the future use to which the data will be put and the 

importance it will contribute in later development ofthe system. 

The problems indicates in the impossibilities to compare and/or 

substantiate the result obtain from various methods in reality was recognized by IEEE 

subcommittee application of probability method (APM) which, in 1979, published the 

IEEE reliability Test System (RTS). This is a reasonably comprehensive system 

containing generation, Transmission and load data; this will enable result obtained by 

different people using different methods to be compared. The RTS is used extensively in 

application on generation and transmission except distribution since the RTS does not 

have any distribution define for it. The use ofRTS not only provide consistent vehicle for 

describing the various application, it also enable a comprehensive understanding of the 

system to be derived and presented. 
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3.0 

CHAPTER TIIREE 

METHODOLOGY 

;\ distribution circuit normally uses primary or main feeders and lateral distributors, 

\vhich described its configuration. The main feeder originates at the substations and 

passes through the major load centers. Distributors connect individual loadpoints to the 

main feeders via a distribution transfonners. A main feeder is constructed using single, 

parallel or mesh circuit. Many distribution system lIsed in practice have a single circuit 

main fceder and arc defined as radial distribution systems. 

'Radial system conligumtion arc commonly lIsed in Nigeria due to their simple 

Jcsign and generally low cost. These systems have a set of series components between 

the substations and load points. The failure of any of this component causes outage of the 

load points. Meanwhile, using extensive protection and sectionalizing scheme reduce the 

outage duration and number of customer affected due to component failure. The 

scctionalizing equipment provides a convenient means of isolating the faulted section. 

The supply can then be restored to the healthy section, maintaining the service to some 

load points while; the faulted component is being repaired. The failure (down) time to 

repair (lip) time is referred to as restoration time. In some system, there's provision fiJr 

alternative path to supply in case offailure. 

Fuse element or equipment is usually provided on the radial system of 

distribution, therefore faults on radial system or distribution transfonner are normally 

cleared by this equipment and however, service on the main feeder acts to clear the fault. 

The faulted lateral distribution is then isolated and supply is restored to the rest of the 

system by closing the circuit breaker. The reliability analysis must therefore include the 
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probability associated with the successful operation of the fllse. A direct analytical 

approach utilizing the available or moment data will be employed in these analyses on 

distribution network concerned in the chapter. 

3.1 NEPA IJORA DISTRICT LAGOS 

NEPA \jora District happens to be one ofthe largest districts in Lagos Zone; this 

may be due to land space acquired that accommodates every sector and materials. 

It comprises of Zonal personnel that handle every subject mainly faults and protection at 

132/33kv transmission line or transformer and distribution is their area of concern. The 

distribution level comprises mainly the following departments. 

a. Operation and maintenance department (O&M) 

b. Planning and construction depaItment (P&C) 

c. Protection, control and meeting department (PC&M) 

The operation and maintenance department (O&M) as the name tagged are in 

charge of all operation in the distribution network, which includes monitoring of network 

frequency, daily fault report, daily power supply (mostly hourly) to consumer and 

keeping of all products involving daily fault, outage time, rectification and restoration 

time which are stored in necessary log books. 

Their function also includes, effective communication with all the engineers or 

personnel in the site for keeping them informed with the present situation or needed at 

site. They also carry out maintenance throughout all substations will correspond to 

prepJanned maintenance schedule. Infact this is department where all data referred to, in 

this project were gotten. 
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Protection, control and metering department (PC&M) is the most important 

department in terms of protection equipment involved at distribution level, infact, this 

department is the backbone of the district functions. It consist of power engineer, 

tcchnologist and technicians working as a team to maintain stability, reliability and 

provide protection to all the equipment in distribution system like testing be it, insulation 

test, continuity test, excitation test e.t.c. On 11 kv/415v distribution transformer and 

calibration of relays to corresponds to the required supply voltage in accordance with tht:: 

circuit breakers. 

In addition. protection also made for every feeder be it overhead or underground 

through necessary ampere offuses and communication system while the AC is down to 

avoid what is called SYSTEM COLLAPSE. 

Planning and Construction department (P&C) however, are to function when new 

site are to be develop or extension has to be made;" to relieve the existing ones. They 

carried out plan, survey and come up with quality of material to be employed. What is 

called SANCTION is raised at this department after planning and survey, which 

contained the quantities of material to be needed for the project that will also indicate the 

overall material cost. 

Sanction parameter includes information on the protection of new site's stationary 

equipment like transformer, or protection information on the existing site to know 

whether to provide more or the forecast load studies can still withstand the existing 

protection. All these have to be shown in sanction along side with one line or schematic 

diagram drawn and release by these departments. 
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There are other Departments in this district like administrative & marketing under 

which there are sub like Records, Welfare and Establishment. 

NEPA IJORA DISTRICT, secure under her, a total of eleven Injection sub-station 

namely AKOKA which feeds UNILAG, IGANMU, IDIARABA, IJORA CAUSE WAY, 

ISOLO, LUTH, NITEL, NEW AKANGBA, NEW Y ABA, NRC and ORILE, each 

having different number of feeders configured radially and supply the consumers with 

their respective uses. Among the injection sub-stations analysis maile in this chapter 

cmphasis on (jora causeway injection sub-station which posses eight feeders including 

rccder that supplies National Art Theatre. All eight feeders has an alternative path of 

supply because it was supplied through two other injection sub-station namely ljora and 

Iganmu. This reduced the restoration time with any fault occurrence. 

A schematic or one line diagram at 132/33111 k V network ofNEP A Ijora District 

Lagos is shown in page 37 identified as fig 3.1 for a lucid explanation. 
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3.2 AVAILABLE PROTECTION 

The capital investment in a power system for the generating transmission and 

distribution of electrical power is so great that proper transmission must be taken to 

ensure that the equipment not only operates a nearly as possible to peak efficiencies, but 

also that it is protected fium accidents. 

Most electrical fault is shunt faults, which is characterized by increase in system 

current, reduction in voltage, power factor and frequency. 

The protection available for the system from sub-station to individual1:tpoints 

is feeder protective relays in conjunction with circuit breaker and transformer protection. 

An ideal protective relays should have the following characteristics 

I. Reliability: the relay should be reliable a basic requirement it must operate when 

it required, inherent reliability is a matter of design based on long experi{:flce. 

This can be achieved partly by high control pressure, dust free enclosure, good 

contact material and careful maintenance 

II. Selectivity: A relay requirement, should be able or possible select which part of 

the system is faulty and which is not and isolate the faulty one from healthy one 

selectivity can be achieved in two ways unit system of protection and noltl-unit 

system of protection. 

III. Speed: a protective relay must operate at require speed, it should neither be too 

slow which may result in damage to the equipment, nor should it be too fast 

which may result in undesired operation during transient faults. 
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iv. Sensitivity: A relay should be sufficiently sensitive so that it operates reliably 

when required under the actual conditions in the system, which produce the least 

tendency for operation. 

Feeder protection used at the substation is over current relay protection; because it is 

the simplest and cheapest fonn of protection, it most difficult to apply and needs 

readjustment should a change in circuit occur.' Over current relaying for the distributing 

circuit besides being simple and cheap provides advantages like 

a. Very often the relays need not be directional and hence no ac voltage 

source is required 

b. Two phase and one earth fault relays are required for the complete 

protection of three phase circuit a shown in fig 3.2. From the table of 

failure rate deviation it was found that reliability of relay without time 

specification to be 

Ar = O.650xl 0-5/hour. 

R Y B 

x X i< 

FIG 3. 2 3 PHASE CT AND RELAY 
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Protection on distribution are mainly fuses and lightning arrester, these are two 

are extemal protection, there are other protection of transformer which are intemal, the 

protection against heat, oil temperature, insulation breakdown of oil and short circuit 

writhing the windings. Some transformers use protective relay to protect these equipment 

c.g. protection against high temperature. 

It is very rare to have a transformer breakdown or faulty, this is due to the 

protection surrounding the equipment. Most fault or lightning discharge are cleared 

simply by fuse cut, isolating the fault cable and transformer, from the parameters 

gathered and probability calculated or failure rate oftransformer which are variable and 

most fault by fuse having the probability of 0.2. 

3.3 SYSTEM ANALYSIS FOR POWER DISTRIBUTION 

Before numerical reliability analysis is to be carried out, it is better or appropriate 

to have a brief discussion on factors, generally that aftect power system reliability at 

distribution levels in Nigeria. There are many factors that affect the reliability of power 

on reliability is discussed here. Factors to be considered include load flow, POWN factor, 

voltage regulation short circuit insulation co-ordination and hamlonic ditlusion. 

3.3.1 NETWORK ANALYSIS 

As mentioned in the previous section of this chapter NEPA ijora district, Lagos 

has been used as the basic configuration for the study. It totally overhead distribution 

system extending during its secondary transmission to eleven injection sub-station. But, 

the concerned sub..;station is ljora causeway substation, it extension invariably, was about 
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IOkm North of the base station through about 14km south and 16km southwest, the 

system supplies electric power to public buildings like national theatre, offices like" 

Lagos state water co-operation head quarter, numerous companies and residential houses. 

It has eight primary feeders (1 1 kv) in which an alternative path is provided for all these 

feeders in case of any emergency condition (fault) from nearby injection sub-station 

called Iganmu. These are shown in fig 3.1 

The failure rate and repair time of components, the system restoration times and 

the probabilities associated with fuse operation and the availability of the alternative 

supply are normally the input parameters for the reliability analyses of a distribution 

system the parameters are determine on the basis of historical data of year 200 I from 0 

and M department. 
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Since the area of study is the reliability or system or system performance at 

cllstomers end then the basic indices to be considered are: load point failure rate, average 

outage duration and annual unavailability, load point failure can be caused by cable 

fbi lure, transfonner failure which is most time cleared by fuse, due to short circuit. 

The analytical techniques to perform failure mode and effect might result into 

tables in which the following basic steps are required from an equation. Suppose a line 

observed for an interval of time in which N cycle of failure (permanent fault) and repair 

arc noted, then, several time to failure cycle can be represented by mi, similarly 

cOITcsponding time to repair to be represented by ri for ith cycle. Then, 

N . N 

lni = lIN L mi 
=--

and r= IIN:L r· 
:1 1 

The sum of average time to failure and average time to repair becomes 

T=m+r 

;\ vailability can be given as a ratio of average uptime m to average cycle time T as 

!()lIows: 

J\ = ffi/f = m/ln+Y 

The reciprocal of meantime to failure is often designed as failure rate "'A," meanwhile 

failure rate ofa series reliability system is the sum of device failure, therefore, 

tlyr i.e failure per year 

hrl i.e hour per failure 

And reliability can be given as 
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Us = AS fs hr/yr i.e. hour per year 

It should be known to us that feeder that supply electricity to all customer are made 

therefore all feeder failure rate per year are calculated from the fomular 

AI(lr = Failure rate offeeder, which is sum of 

AOII == Failure rate of overhead cables per year and 

AII(; == Failure rate of under ground cables per year and 

A(·I = Failure rate of cable termination per year. 

And it is assumed that every load point or customer end are supplied with quantity 

power provided that no fault occur at the feeder and their corresponding distribution 

transformer. 

Moreover, all the eight sub-station feeder are labeled feeder A, B, C ... In 

ascending order. 

From these basic distribution reliability indices, common indices that can be 

derived are discussed below only that they involves the number of customer or 

consumers. 

I). System Average interruption frequency index (SAIFI), this index is defined as the 

average number of interruption per customer served per time unit. It is estimated by 

dividing the accumulated of customer served. 

SAIFI = No. of customer - Intemlptions = xlcustomer year 
Total no. of customer served 

2). Customer Average Interruption frequency index (CAlF!), this index is defined as the 

average number of interruption experience per customer affected per time unit. It is 
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estimated by dividing the number of customer interruption observed in a year by number 

ol'customer affected, 

(' AWl = Total customer IQterruption = intlyr/cus/yr 
Customer affected 

3). System average interruption duration index (SAlOl), this can be defined as the 

average intelTuption duration for customers served during a year. It is determined by 

dividing the sum of all customer sustained in interruption durations during the year by 

the number of customers served during a year. 

SAlOl = Cumulative customer - millitc Interruption = hr/by.lost 
Total no. of customer served 

4). Customer average interruption duration index (CAIDI), this index is defined as the 

interruption duration for customer interrupted during a year. It is detelmined by 

dividing the sum of all customer sustained interruption durations during the specified 

period by the number of sustained customer interruptions during the year 

CAIOl = Cumulative customer --hr Interruptions = hr/cus.int 
Total no of customer interrupted 

5). Average service availability index-CASAl), this is the ratio of the total number of 

customer hours that service was available during a year to the total customer hours 

demanded. The complemental)' value to the index i.e. average service unavailability 

index (ASUI) 
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3.3.2 CALCULATON 

FEEDER A 
This is the feeder that serves he substation itself some residential buildings 

around; it covers about 3km and has about five-distribution transformer. The input 
parameters for the feeder are: 
Failure rate of feeder = 0.015 flkm Yr 
Repair time = 3hrs 
Failure rate oftransformer:::: 0.002 flyr 
Replacement oftransfonner = 4hr 
Probability fuse clear the fault = 0.6 
Probability of alternate supply = 0.2 

L Xi = As = Afdr +'(?.TX Nr X P(fuse) J in f/yr 
Where 

There 

As = Sum offault rate/year in series 
Ator = Feeder fault rate/year 
A.-r = Transformer Hmlt rate/year 
NT = No. Of transformer involved 
P (fuse) = probability fuse clear transfonner fault. 

ASA = 0.015 x 3 + (0.002 x 5 x 0.6) 
= 0.045 + 0.006 
:::: 0.051 flyr 

The basic reliability indices for sub-station A are: 
ASA :::: 0.051 flyr 
rSA = 3.1 hr/yr and 

USAP 

ReliabilitYA = 0.99998% 
Other distribution indices can still be calculated from the basic indices like base in 

the assumption that 1000 customers are served and for any HlUlt occurrences 600 
customer are aflectcd then 

(SAlFI) A = Total no. of Customer interruptions 
Total no. ofcustomer served 

= 600 x 0.051 = 0.036 customer - yr 
1000 

(SAlOl) A = Cumulative customer- hr interruptions 
Total no. of customer served 
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= 600 x 0.61 == 0.366 hr/system customer 
1000 

(CAlOI) A = Cumulative customer- minute interruption 
customer interrupted 

:::: 0.6_1_:::: 11.96 hr/cus. Int 
0.051 

(ASAI) :::: Customer hours of available service 
customer hours demanded 

:::: 1000 x 8760 - 600 x 0.61 :::: 0.99995 
1000 x 8760 

and rs:::: .Dlri :::: hr/ i.e hour per failure 

2).1 

Where ri = time to repair each and every faulted equipment in hr 
And rs:::: Total sum of annual outage duration of the system in hr/fault 

1".;11 = .0.Ofu 3 +.0.006 x 4 
0.051 

= 3.1 hr/fault 

(Js = AS x fs where Us is the annual unavailability in hrs/yr 

Then 

USA:::: ASA x rSA 

=0.051 x3.1 
:::: 0.16 hr/yr 

For P (alternative supply path):::: P (0.2) 
USAP :::: USA x 0.2 
USAI':::: 0.032 

Unavailability = 0.16 hr/yr. And we have 8760 hrs in a year 
That means 
Availability = 8760 - 0.16 

:::: 8759.84 hr/yr 

Reliability = Availability 
Total sum of hour demanded 

R (t):::: 0.99998 
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~ 99.9% 

The overall analysis for feeder A can be given as; 
ASA = 0.051 f/yr 
rSA = 3. I hr/fault 
USA = 0.062hr/yr 
Reliability = 0.999 

(SAIFI) A = 0.0306 customer/yr 
(SAIDI) A = 0.336hrlsystem customer 
(CAIDI) A = 11.96 
(ASAI) A =0.99995 

FELDER B 
This fceder supplies National Theatre, Offices and some residential buildings, having 
about 20 distributions transfonner and covers about Skm, it has the following as input 
paralllctcrs: 
hlilurc rate ofieeders = O.ISf/km-yr 
Repair time := 4hr 
Failure rate oftransformer:= 0.008flyr 
Replacement of transformer = 10hr 
Pr (fllse) clear fault = 0.2 -, 
Pr alternate supply = 0.8 
Using the same techniques we have 

Asu= 0.7820 f7yr 
rSB = 4.25 hr/yr 
USB = 3.32 hr/yr 
US!3I' = 2.66 hr 
Rei = 0.9996 

Assuming 5000 customers served and 2000 affected with intermption then 
(SAIFI) B = 0.31 
(SAlOl) B = 1.33 
(CAIDI) B = 4.25ASAI =0.9998 
ASAI = 0.9998 

FlTDER C 
This is called NEPA I and has about 2000 customer; this feeder supplied mostly 
residential building and some private companies. It is about 8kmlong and the 
corresponding input parameters are: having about 15 transformers 
Failure rate of feeders = 0.45 f/km-yr 
Repnir time offeeders = 5 hrs 
I allure rate oftransformer= 0.15 f/yr 
Replacement of transformer = 10 hr 
I' (llISC) clear the fault = 0.6 
Probability alternate supply = 0.8 

ASc = 4.95 f/yr 
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rsc == 6.36 hr/f 
USc = 31.48 hr/yr 
USer = 25.18 hr/yr 
ReI =0.99712 
Assuming about 2000 customers and 1800 affected with the interruptions or 

(wlage 
(SAIFI) C = 4.46 
(SAlOl) C= 28.32 
(CAIDI) C= 6.3 
ASAI = 0.99675 

rU:OER 0 
This feeder is named Apapa; it supplies most of Apapa south and about 10km 

distance. i\boul20 distribution transformers. It ha<) the following input parameters 
hlilure rate offeeder = 0.42 flkm-yr 
/{crair rale oftransfornler = 6 hI'S 
I'ailure rate oftransformer == 0.55 f7yr 
Probability fuse clear the fault = 0.5 
Probability alternate supply = 0.2 
Replacement oftransfornler = 36 hrs 

Assumed 10,000 customers and at least 4,000 are affected by intelTuption then, 
(SAIFI) D = 3.88 
(SAlOl) D = 89.24 
(CAIDI) D = 9.66 
ASAI = 0.9898 

Feeder 0 and E have approximately the same parameter, then they are equal 

FEEDER F 
This feeder is called Abeokuta; it covers almost about 8km and having about 12-
distribution transformer. The feeder supplies mostly residential buildings. The input 
parameters are: 
Failure rate of feeder == 0.6 flkm-yr 
Repair rate oftransfonller = 10 hrs 
hlilure rate oftransformer = 0.15 flyr 
Replacement rate of transformer = 0.15 f/yr 
Probability fuse clear the fault = 0.8 
Probability alternate supply = 0.8 
Replacement of transformer = 36 hrs 
Then 

ASf = 6.24 flyr 
rSf = 16 hr/f 
USf = 99.84 hr/yr, approximately 14.16 days/yr 
Ss!p = 79.87 hr/yr 
ReI = 0.98860 

Assumed 10,000 customers and at least 6,000 are affected by interruption then, 
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(SAIFI) F = 3.74 
(SAID I) F = 59.9 
(CAIDI) F = 16 
ASAI =0.99316 

FLEDERG 
This is Igamu feeder supplies mostly industrial estate and very limited population 

of residents. About 5 dedicated transformer and covers 6km. The input parameters are 
Then 
Failure rate offeeders = 0.52f7km-yr 
Repair time = 4hrs 
Failure rate oftransformer = 0.25f/yr 
Replacement oftransformer = 48hr 
PI' (fuse) clear fault = 0.2 
PI' alternate supply = 0.2 
Then 

ASG = 3.37 f/yr 
rSCi = 7.26 hr/yr 
USG = 24.5 hr/yr 
USGP = 4.9 hr/yr 

FEEDER H 
Like feeder G above, feeder h is the last feeder that supplies also industrial estate. 

Around Igallmu side oflogos it covers about lOkm and 15 dedicated transformer. Input 
parameters are: 
Then 

Theil 

Failure rate of feeders = 0.75f/km-yr 
Repair time = 6hrs 
Failure rate oftransfomlcr = 0.45f/yr 
Replacement of transformer = 48hr 
Pr (fuse) clear fault = 0.6 
Pr altemate supply = 0.2 

ASII = 3.37 f/yr 
rSIt = 7.26 hr/yr 
USII = 24.5 hr/yr 
USBI' = 4.9 hr/yr 
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CIIAPTER FOUR 

4.0 DISCUSSION OF RESULT 

The table below Cfable 4.1) shows the result of analysis got from the previous 

Chapter, in which the main cause of outage are cable made of feeder and transformer as 

\vell as their respective restoration time are mostly the input parameter considered. 

The output or detennining objectives from the analysis are basic reliability 

distribution, which includes annual total failure rate, annual total restoration time and 
'. 

anllual unavailability with or without altemativc path of supply at each and every failurc. 

I ,i kcwisc the system indices involving consumers irrespective oftheir uses. 

---

:E~DERS Fr' 
IN DICES 

SIC BA 
A( .f/yr) 

R (hr/yr) 

II (hr/yr) 

(hr/yr) 

Rc I 

STEM Sy 
SA IFI 

SA IDI 

CA IDI 

'AI AS 

--

A B 

0.051 0.78 

3.10 4.25 

0.16 3.32 

0.032 2.66 

0.9998 0.9996 

0.03 0.31 

0.37 1.33 

11.96 4.25 

0.9999 0.9998 

C D E F G 

4.95 9.70 9.70 6.24 3.37 

6.36 23.10 23.10 16.00 7.26 

31.48 223.10 223.10 99.84 24.5 

25.18 44.62 44.62 79.87 4.9 

0.9971 0,9750 0.9750 0.9886 0.9972 

4.46 3.88 3.88 3.74 -

28.32 89.24 89.24 59.9 -

6.30 9.66 9.66 16.00 -

0.9968 0.9898 0.9898 0.9932 -

H 

11.55 

20.72 

239.32 

47.86 

0.9727 

-

-

-

-

TABLE 4.1 SUMMARY OF RELIABILITY INDICES FOR THE FEEDERS 
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It can be deduced fi'om the table that the load point failure rate are dependent 

upon the component exposed to failure and even degree of short circuit of any form, at 

the line or feeder, which may be as a result construction at planning stage or degree of 

manual isolation offailed equipment in the network. 

Failure rate at feeders, 0, E, F and H are higher it might be due to overloading of 

transformers mainly caused by dense population and it is a function of power 

consumption. At the same time the transformer rating for use in industries, if it is 

dedicated transformer the rating must be appropriate like in case offeeder G and H. 

Meanwhile the restoration hours whieh the unavailability depends is so higher at 

the same four feeders (i.e D,E,F and 1-1), this may due to managerial problem or lack of 

material and mostly beaueratic factor. The availability of an alternative path or back 

keding helps in reducing the annual unavailability ofthe system because feeder A,D,E,G 

and H (with alternative supply probability of 0.2) are reduced to about 80% in annual 

unavailability period while the rest ( P alternative supply are 0.8) are reduced to about 

approximately 20% this can be visualize in fig 4.1 in a chart [ornI. 

"""",'. 

FIG. 4.1 GRAPH SHOWING UNAVAlABIUTVWlTHNllTHOUT ALTE.RNATIVE PATH 
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The system indices ASAI of feeder derived from basic indices and reliability of the 

fceder are approximately eq ual thereby ASAI of a particular feeder can be represented as 

thc reliability of the feeder, only that ASAI involved number of consumer using that 

feeder. 

The system indices for feeder G and H are not calculated due to the fact that, they 

arc supplying industries with dedicated transformer and number of consumer cannot be 

quantified. Moreover, the overall reliability of feeders in the substation supply to 

cOllsumer can calculated this: 

I~(T) OVERALL -

R (t) overall = 0.9109 

4.1 

H r-----' RI 
I =A 

PROGRAM 

R~RB .......... R H 

In the process to analyses the basic reliability indices ofthese feeder of the 

substation, it was realized that it is very tedious and bound to error if proper care is not 

taken, therefore, to circumvent these, a computer software program is design using the 

well known BASIC high-level language to calculate reliability indices ofa feeder which 

involves failure rate (transformer and feeder) per annum, annual restoration time and 

all nual unavai lability, likewise the system indices involving customers. The program goes 

thus: 

10 PROGRAM TO DETERMINE D1SRIBUTION RELIABILITY INDICES 
20 INPUT "FEEDER FAILURE PER Km"; F 
30 INPUT "FEEDER COVERED BY FEEDER"; D 
40 INPUT "DISTANCE PERIOD FOR FEEDER"; RF 
50 INPUT "FAILURE RATE OF TRANSFORMER"; FX 
(JO INPUT "REPLACEMENT PERIOD FOR TRANSFORMER"; RX 
70 INPUT "NO. OF TRANSFORMER UNDER A FEEDER"; NX 
SO INPUT "PROB. FUSE CLEAR FAULT"; PF 
90 INPUT "PROB. ALTER. SUPPLY"; PA 
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100 INPUT ''NO. OF CONSUMER SERVED"; NC 
1 10 INPUT "NO .. OF CONSUMER AFFECTED";NA 
120 LET AF = F*O 
130 LET AX = TF*N*PF 
140 LET AS = AF +AX 
ISO LET RS = [AF*RF + TF*RX]/ AS 
160 LET US = RS*AS 
170 LETUSA=US*PA 
180 LET REL = (8760-US)/8760 
190 REM DETERMINA nON SYSTEM INDICES 
200 LET SA = (NA*AS)INC 
210 LET SO = (NA *US)INC 
220 LET CA = US/AS 
no LET AI =(NC*8760)-(NA*US)]INC*8760 
~40 PRINT "TOTAL ANNUAL FAILURE RATE OF FEEDER ";AS 
25() PRINT "TOTAL ANNUAL RESTORATION TIME"; RS 
2()O PRINT "ANNUAL UNAVAILABILITY"; USA 
no PRINT "UNA V AILIBILITY WITII ALTER."; USA 
280 PRINT "RELlBILlTY OF FEEDER & TRANSFORMER"; REL 
290 PRINT "SAlFl"; SA 
300 PRINT "SAlOl"; SO 
3 1 0 PRINT "CAIOI"; CA 
J20 PRINT "ASAI"; AI 
330 END 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

5.0 CONCLUSION 

The behavior of all engineering system is essentially stochastic in nature i.e. it 

varies randomly with time. Consequently, it is necessary to use model and analytical 

technique that reflect this stochastic behavior in order to objectively, evaluate future 

predictions, to achieve this, it requires the use of probabilistic assessment; to constraint 

the problem into a detemlinistic domain is unrealistic and prevent the effect of all system 

parameter to be quantitatively predicted. But present day study suggests that the "worst 

case" system condition which occur very infi·equently should not be utilized as ca<;e study 

or criteria carried out any reliability analysis because of economic restrictions. _ 

An electric power system is a complex interconnected network of components; 

overall system reliability is dependent upon the design, reliability of the individual 

component and system in conjunction with availability or replacement of faulted 

components. The relationship between cost and reliability is also a complex relationship 

of equipment and instability in cost, lost revenue lost energy production and other factors. 

The analytical technique presented or utilized in this project is in fact, 

decomposition algorithm for system reliability estimation of electric power system with 

aim of solving complexity in analysis of system reliability. ,This project is designed and 

developed a software program to analyses critically using some distribution reliability 

indices e.g. CAIDI, SAlOl, SAIFI e.Lc the available protection system and network 

configuration in conjunction with statistical data on the likelihood fault occurrence to 

estimate the overall reliability of electric power supply to any consumer (supplied from 

the sub-station used as case study). 
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This gives an or results to estimation of an expected number of hour lost for each 

consumer per annum and will be useful to engineers in designing new network or 

improving the existing ones. 

5.1 

5.1.1 

RECOMMENDATION 

IMPROVING COMPONENT RELIBILITY 

Reliability engineers are very often called upon to make decision as to whether to 

improve certain components in order to achieve minimum required system reliability. 

This minimum required system reliability is for a specified time. There are two 

approaches to improve the reliability by using high quality and high reliability 

components and usually less expensive that fault tolerance. Fault tolerance on the other 

hand, is achieved by redundancy. Redundancy can result in increasing design complexity 

and cost through additional weight, space e.Lc. 

Before deciding whether to improve the reliability ofa system by fault tolerance 

or avoidance, a reliability assessment ofeach component in the system should be made. 

Once the reliability value of component can be qualified then analysis can be performed 

in order to detennine ifthat system's reliability cannot be achieve at the specific time, 

steps can be taken to determine the best way to improve the reliability ofthe system to 

reach the derive target. 

5.1.2 IMPROVING SYSTEM RELIBILITY 

De-regenerated in the monopolies electric power industry min Nigeria is 

compelling utilities to face hard decision on maintaining and expansion is distribution 

system. In conjunction with financial constraints brought by de-regulation, the increased 
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popularity of distributed generation is presenting utilities with an opportunity and a 

challenge as they retool to meet increasing demand for power with an infi-astructure at or 

exceeding capacity. 

Looking into distributed generation (DO) as a way to expand generating capacity 

reinforce their distribution network or ensure "always on" or "high 9s" for customer 

sensitive to power supply distributions. However, from a technical perspective, the idea 

or interconnecting DO to distribution system runs contrary to the design principles upon 

with almost the entire electric distribution infrastructure is based. 

Planning framework is better able to consider and evaluate alternative such as DO 

than conventional methods, which may limit choices to reinforcement options such as 

building new sub-station and feeder for relieving. 

Planning methods based largely on peak capacity being built. They fail to show 

where incremental option like DO might be economical. This method consists of a 

multilevel screening analysis progressing from high-level economical analysis to detail 

engineering analysis. A typical set up of a DO planning is shown in fig 5.1. 
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FEEDER 
RATINGS 

DAILY LOAD PROFILE 

FIG. 5.1 

USING DG TO RELIEF FEEDERS 

Simulation on DG application needs one or more of the following, depending on 
needs or requirement. 

o Voltage Regulation 
o Sub-station and Line capacity 
o Transfonner thermal re-rating 
o Looses (sub-station and feeder) 
o Reliability [expected unperved energy] 
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